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AFTERMATH OF A DISASTROUS WEEKEND

ABOVE: Before the gale-force tempest hit Sydney, this twisted pile of brick, wood

veneer, and electricity wiring was No. 17, The Serpentine, Bilgola. On the beach-side

walls warnings like "Trespassers will be vigorously prosecuted" had been scrawled in

black paint. BELOW: Bird's-eye view of beach homes perched at the edge of the still

irritable ocean at Bilgola beach. Even the makeshift seawall looks vulnerable in the

path of the incoming tide. High on the cliff above the beach is the wreck of the house

pictured above.



These pictures were taken last week as the skies were

slowly clearing after the savage weekend of near-cyclonic

wind and rain. All the N.S.W. coast was affected,

especially the central area. In Sydney alone, damage is

estimated at $50 million. Hardest hit were the city

beaches, especiallyalong the northern fringe.





LEFT: On Patonga
Beach, Central

Coast, $13,000

worth of fishing

boat was wrecked

and washed in to

the shore.

ABOVE: Warning notices about diving or spear-fishing or

even riding bicycles cling haphazardly to Manly's
storm-twisted promenade. During the height of the storm,
the mesh wiring that made the pool shark-proof was torn

apart, leaving the pool open to any grey nurse who chooses
to drop in. At Manly alone damage is estimated at $VA
million.

ABOVE: of craft and other of wood drift beside the At the devastated Harbour



ABOVE: Splinters of pleasure craft and other pieces of wood drift dejectedly beside the Manly pier. At the devastated Harbour pool
on the other side of the pier, members of the Maritime Services Board had worked from 6 a.m. to clean up the debris.

Pictures by Keith Barlow and Neville Waller.

BELOW: Foam washed up by

heavy seas at Wamberal, on the

Central Coast, looks like

smouldering smoke.


